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the Union Work houses are they still 
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institutions I have mention and I 
expect the poor to make use of them.

Foster…many would rather die!
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Victorian Responses to PovertyVictorian Responses to Poverty

Social VS Individual Responsibility

Famous criticism of class divide and social inequity –
A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens. 1843

Not our problem or responsibility…
Governmental Involvement minimal: 

• Local not central initiative with limited 
wide reaching legislation

• Poor Law – minimal, harsh, discriminatory 
and presented the poor as substandard 
and tainted similar to criminals. 

• Survival of the fittest – Victorian period one 
of individualism and self-help

• Punishment mechanics such as Poor 
Houses and Prisons were the primary forms 
of ‘Support’ for the poor.
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• Poverty was a choice: those who “choose”
poverty displayed significant character
defects moral weaknesses

• Disassociated Understanding of Poverty: No
recognised economic link with poverty

• A Conservative Approach: Public welfare
creates dependency culture

• Capitalism and Individual Freedoms:
Interventionism ran counter to operation of
free market
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Children – School meals (1906), child 
neglect - Children’s Act (1908); school 
medical inspections

Elderly - Old age pensions (1908): 5 shillings 
per week to over 70s – means tested

Workers - Workers’ Compensation Act 
(1906). Labour exchanges (1909) and the 
National Insurance Act (1911)
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New Liberalism was not simply a smokescreen to 
oppose a rising popularity for socialism and the 
Labour Party.  This was a solid political philosophy 
which cemented the process of British 
government involvement in public health and 
lives for the twentieth century.
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 A new type of Liberalism had emerged
by 1900. It championed the idea that
the government should intervene to help
the poor. This provided the inspiration for
social reform. Many politicians,
especially in the Liberal Party,
abandoned the idea of ‘laissez-faire’:

• They wanted to use governmental power 
and money to help the poor

• They argued that there were 
circumstances in which it was right for the 
state to intervene in people's lives

• They felt that the social problems the 
poor faced were outwith their control

• Campbell-Bannerman (an 'Old Liberal') 
was replaced in 1908, by Herbert Asquith, 
who was much more supportive of New 
Liberalism.

• 'New Liberals' such as David Lloyd 
George and Winston Churchill rose to 
prominence in Asquith’s government.
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The ‘Welsh Wizard’ David Lloyd George

Lloyd George proved to be a able leader
with a recognition of the need for public
welfare and a flair for public rallying.
Under Asquith’s leadership set many of
the hallmarks for modern liberalism.



PROMINENT VOICES: 
CALLING FOR CHANGE AND REFORM

To Charles Booth, 
housing conditions and 
poverty were closely 
linked. He defined 
poverty as a condition 
in which people had 
resources which were 
barely sufficient "for a 
decent independent 
life". Housing conditions 
were the clearest 
indication of people's 
material resources, 
because it showed 
what they were able to 
afford. 



Mapping out inequality - 1899

Charles Booth’s Descriptive Map of London Poverty, 
1899 sheets 1-4 compiled into a single image.  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv550dcj.8?seq=12#metadata_info_tab_contents

"The story of the first floor in this house is 
one of the utmost horror. A man whose 
name I will not even pretend to give, by 
trade a sweep, having three grown-up 
sons, lived with and abused a woman to 
her death. She was an orphan brought 
up in an industrial school …he so 
knocked her about that she was never 
free from bruises. ... The man had regular 
pay - 25s a week - and would spend 
nearly all in drink. He would swear at her, 
and kicks and blows would follow. ... She 
was got into a refuge, but he coaxed her 
back with fair words... A few weeks later 
the poor woman lay on her bed 
unconscious, with blackened eye and 
face all bruised. She was dying. ... There 
was no prosecution, the neighbours 
shielded the man, and he too is now 
dead.“

Charles Booth, Life and Labour of the People in London, 1889, 
Prominent voices
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Women, and the Working 
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Prominent voices

Nancy Astor: First Female MP to take 
her seat in 1919

First Labour Leader Keir 
Hardie at a Suffragettes’ 
free speech meeting in 

London in 1913

• More accessibility for political engagement for Women 
and the Working Class through Local Elections and 
representation of the lower classes.

• Both Women and the Working Class, despite still having 
limited voting impact prior to 1918 had more 
enthusiasm for Social Reform and recognition of key 
family issues such as children and education.

• Message flourished despite Lloyd George’s ‘Kill 
Socialism with Kindness’ approach
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As a result of the combined engagement and discussion
within the public, political, and academic spheres
considerations of poverty and social welfare began to
shift:

Thanks to Social Research moral considerations of
poverty were being replaced with questions about social
issues such as:

• Extent of poverty

• Causes of poverty

• Inadequacy of existing provisions

• Role of the State in Care and Insurance of citizens 

This represented a significant shift in political and

ideological outlook in Britain by the turn of the 20th

century from the plight of the impoverished half a

century earlier.
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The Poor Man’s Friend, 1845Prominent voices
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The Hard Life of the Infantry Man - 1916

In 1901 panic mounted due to the number 
of British Men who failed the enlistment 
medical, over one third of volunteers 
proved unfit for military service.  Not only 
did Britain face an issue in fielding a strong 
fighting force but the deplorable physical 
condition of the working class male led to 
questions on his work efficiency; arguably a 
much more serious problem for the survival 
of the Empire.  

Just over a decade later men in their 
thousands handed their bodies over to the 
British military, bodies were turned into 
fighting units following a decade of 
improved health care and social support.
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National Efficiency was an attempt to evolve
beyond traditional attitudes, customs and
institutions which had curtailed the output of
the poor and crucially handicapped British
economic and commercial interests.

Concern was also rising over competition with
Germany, which although a very young nation
(unified in 1871) was increasingly seen as the
epitome of efficiency.
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The National Insurance Act (1911)

David Lloyd George's National Health
Insurance Act of 1911 provided for the
compulsory insurance of lower paid
workers and set a fixed capitation fee for
doctors. The government paid two ninths
of these fees; the remainder was made
up by insurance.

This was a landmark political move that
followed in the wake of half a century of
increasing government involvement
in public health ranging from mandatory
inoculations (1956-1907), improvement
for Workers through Work and Factory
Acts (including Acts in 1833, 1844, 1850,
1867, 1874, and 1901) and significant
improvement in public health
(Bazalgette’s Sewer System 1866, John
Snow’s removal of the Broad Street
Cholera infected water pump (1854), and
the Sanitary and Public Health Acts
(including Acts in 1848, 1866, 1875).
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• State Intervention meant 
significant change in 
attitude, social welfare, and 
public health and poverty.

• Local authorities were 
unable (unwilling?) to 
provide more support for 
the poor.

• Concerns about state 
reliance.

• Took considerable repetition 
and collaboration to force 
political recognition of the issue 
of poverty. 

• As the political landscape 
diversified as did the views on 
state involvement and key 
issues.

• Change stemmed from the 
emerging classes following the 
industrial Revolution

• Rapidly increasing political 
awareness of the role of the 
working class in state progress 
and imperial supremacy

• Connections to militarism and 
increased focus on masculinity 
and fitness 

• National Insurance paved the 
way for entirely new forms of 
reform and state involvement
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